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OUR MISSION
To advance the post-service lives of America’s 
service members, veterans, and military 
families 

WHO WE SERVE

• Individuals

• Organizations
• Communities

PRIORITIES

• Deliver impactful, best in class programs 
and services, informed by research, 
measurement, and evaluation 

• Advance practice and policy through 
rigorous research, measurement and 
evaluation, and data solutions that empower 
action
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Motivation for this Research Effort



Overview
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• We provide a data-driven series of analyses to debunk persistent and 
inaccurate myths in the media and public debate about veterans 

• Our research reveals a far more accurate, complex, nuanced and 
interesting picture of veterans’ contribution to American culture, one 
that warrants retiring the “broken hero” myth and recognizing their 
ongoing commitment to public service

• The intent is to inform others about these inaccurate myths, and begin 
to have robust discussion about veterans contributions and support 
mechanisms needed for continued success



Framing/Motivations for Research
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

§ Paradox: Broad, public “support for troops” but too little 
understanding, especially of post-service life—beyond stereotypes

§ Research on student veterans tends to focus on academic 
performance (e.g., graduation rates) and challenges adapting to 
campus life

§ Gap in knowledge in service members’ experiences, needs, 
expectations, and aspirations in transitioning to campus life

§ Clear need to identify leading institutional support systems, 
processes, and practices that best promote long-term student 
veteran success 



Public Support for Military
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Source, Gallop News Service, Confidence in Institutions: June 9-12, 2011 Figure 2. Source: Pew Research Center, War and Sacrifice in the Post-9/11 Era 
(2011): 13.

2018

74%

38%



Myths



Common Myths
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Need to debunk stubborn 
myths about today’s military 
veterans as the “broken hero” 
and ascribe to veterans, 
instead, more accurate 
representations that feature 
their historical and ongoing 
commitments to national and 
public service.

SOME COMMON MYTHS

MYTH #1     Veterans and the military are a small subset of the 
population

MYTH #2 Veterans join the military because they could not get 
into college; they are uneducated

MYTH #3      The military is a homogeneous population; they are all 
the same 

MYTH #4      Veterans have a limited skillset and pursue careers 
similar to their military specialization

MYTH #5      Veterans are broken heroes 



MYTH #1     Veterans and the military are a small 
subset of the population



Debunk Myth # 1

Period of Service 
39% WWII, Korean War, and Vietnam eras
40% Gulf War I and Other Service Periods
20% Post-9/11 Veterans (4.1 million)

Data Source: BLS, Current Population Survey, 2017 annual averages, population 18 and over  

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

9% (or just roughly 1 in 10) of the total population



MYTH #2     Veterans join the military because they 
could not get into college; they are uneducated



Debunk Myth # 2
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• A top motivation for 
joining the military is and 
has always been for 
education benefits

• While in service the 
military is promoting and 
preparing service 
members for their 
education



Debunk Myth # 2
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Data Source: BLS, Current Population Survey, 2017 annual averages, 
population 18 and over  

Education
• On average, post-9/11 veterans achieve higher educational 

attainment than earlier generations and the general U.S. 
population

60% of the general 
population have 
some college or 
higher 

76% Post-9/11 
Veterans have some 
college or higher

66% of all 
veterans have 
some college or 
higher 



Debunk Myth # 2
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• Education attainment 
higher for female veterans

• 81% of female veterans 
have some college or 
higher

“I Initially entered the military to 
complete my education and ended up 
making a career of it,” 

“I'm glad I did it, because the military 
provided me skills and education, and a 
sense of accomplishment and pride”



MYTH #3     The military is a homogeneous 
population; they are all the same 



Debunk Myth # 3
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Race/Ethnicity
• On average, post-9/11 veterans have 

higher representation of African-Americans 
and Hispanic minorities.

Gender
• Veterans are predominantly male
• Female post-9/11 veterans fastest 

(17% vs. 10% overall)



Debunk Myth # 3
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• The U.S. military comprises high 
demographic diversity—more so than 
any other public institution, while it 
remains the largest public employer 

• The military provides training and 
opportunities to service members that 
exposes them to many cultures as well 
as skills



MYTH #4     Veterans have a limited skillset and 
pursue careers similar to their military specialization



Debunk Myth # 4
KEY HIGHLIGHTS



Currently there are 4,1 million post-9/11 veterans. This 
number is growing as service members transition.

Nearly 200,000 veterans transition out of the military 
each year—and most eventually pursue civilian careers. 

Debunk Myth # 4
KEY HIGHLIGHTS



Debunk Myth # 4
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

THE GENERATION OF ORIGINAL GI BILL VETERANS ACCOMPLISHMENTS INCLUDES:



MYTH #5     Veterans are broken heroes 



Debunk Myth # 5
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• That is, one of the most destructive myths about Post-9/11 service members is 
the “broken hero,” the soldier who “once did incredible things but is now 
forever damaged and in need of help,” as Chris Marvin (retired Army helicopter 
pilot) put it in a recent New York Times interview. In fact, that broken hero myth 
is now a “dominant image of veterans on television and in Hollywood today”—
despite the fact that “99 percent of us are neither heroic nor broken,” Marvin 
added, “we are people—people the public has invested in who have a lot of 
potential.” In fact, Martin started Got Your 6 to capitalize on that potential and 
to actively lobby the entertainment industry to change their images about 
veterans in public culture.

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/06/us/a-veteran-works-to-break-the-broken-hero-stereotype.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/06/us/a-veteran-works-to-break-the-broken-hero-stereotype.html?_r=0
https://gotyour6.org/


Debunk Myth # 5
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• In spite of these challenges, many view their 
military experiences positively and feel a deep 
sense of pride in their service 

• The majority indicated that the military played a 
role in their success and 76% say their military 
experience helped them get ahead 

The majority of service 
member (79%) 
indicated that their 
service-connected 
disabilities has created 
obstacles in various 
areas of their lives



Debunk Myth # 5
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• When asked about their top 
motivations for pursing education, 
in addition to job opportunities, 
self-improvement, advancement, 
and benefits use, 43% of our 
respondents said they wished to 
help people and society

4%
6%
6%
7%
8%

13%
19%

22%
31%

34%
42%

46%
49%
51%

55%
68%
70%

86%

Other
Related to program started before joining…

Military promotion (e.g., officer requirements)
Peers are pursuing education

More closely related to military…
Easing transition

Major/program available at…
Encouragement from family/friends

Increase technical skills
Role model to children

Want to help people/society
Support family

Enjoy education and learning
Make use of benefits

Professional advancement
Potential for making money/Improve…

Self-improvement and personal growth
Career/job opportunities

Q:  Identify your motivations for education or training programs? 
Select all that apply.



Debunk Myth # 5
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

• When we asked service members what they wanted to major in at university, 
where they wished to work, or how they viewed post-service life, a consistent 
answer came up: public service. 

• Qualitative answers to such questions echoed this public service and 
community-oriented theme, as respondents explained a desire to pursue 
certain majors, like Social Work, “to help underprivileged teens,” or “become 
a Veterans Advocate to help represent Veterans with Governmental agencies.” 
Still other respondents wished to use “my computer skills to help friends, 
family, and community,” and many mentioned attaining professional degrees—
in medicine, accounting, and the law—to “see if I can't find a way of helping 
people” and “to do something that makes a difference.”



Discussion:

What Common Myths Are We Missing? 

What Can We do to Move Past them? 

What is Missed When Myths get Substituted for 
Actual Veterans’ Perspectives & Experience?



1. If we believe MYTH #5 of the broken hero, we miss the bigger picture: 
namely, we’re in a new era of global security challenges & asymmetric 
warfare—Post-9/11 cohorts have more direct, up close & personal 
experience with these transformative trends than virtually any other U.S. 
“expert” group. Judging from recent MENA conflicts, we need such 
security & strategic insights.

2. If we believe MYTH #4 about veterans limited skillsets, we miss how 
today’s global affairs have created seasoned, adaptive leaders at the 
lowest level in the traditional military hierarchy (e.g., the “strategic 
corporal”); such leadership talent, tested and shaped under duress, is 
sorely needed in our academic and public institutions. 

Some Initial Thoughts,,,



3. If we believe MYTH #3 of the homogenous military, me miss 
how recent veterans’ military experiences are jammed 
packed with OCONUS & profound cross-cultural 
experiences—again, making Post-9/11 vets 
underappreciated authorities on diversity issues (inside & 
outside the armed forces); as such, a huge asset for college 
campuses & beyond.

4. If we believe MYTH #2 of the uneducated veteran, we miss 
how veterans, particularly on college campuses—and in 
careers beyond—represent a vital opportunity to leverage 
the “rare, valuable, & differentiating attributes of veteran 
talent” and to demonstrate how “the characteristics and 
competencies generally representative of military veterans” 
often “confer enhanced performance and organizational 
advantage” for those who recruit, hire, and develop 
veterans as a human capital resource.



5. Last and by no means least, if we believe MYTH #1 of veterans as a 
marginalized rather than robust component of the U.S. population, 
we miss how veterans exemplify an ongoing, life-long commitment to 
public service, civil engagement, and service leadership in 
prioritizing the welfare of the community over individual interests. 
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